
Choose the appropriate word to complete the sentence:
Don’t _____ into my personal matters.
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Don’t _____ into my personal matters.
A. meddle
C. nosy
D. intrusive
B. disregard
Show Answer...
Correct Answer: A (meddle)

Explanation:
The correct answer is A, “meddle.”

The sentence is advising someone not to interfere or involve themselves in the
speaker’s personal matters. “Meddle” means to interfere in something that is not
one’s concern.

Option B, “disregard,” is not the correct answer. “Disregard” means to ignore or
pay no attention to something, which does not fit the context of the sentence.

Option C, “nosy,” is also not the correct answer. While it has a similar meaning to
“meddle,” “meddle” is the more appropriate term to use in this context.

Option D, “intrusive,” is not the correct answer. “Intrusive” describes something
or someone that invades or intrudes into someone’s privacy, but it does not fit the
context of the sentence as directly as “meddle.”

In summary, the correct answer is A, “meddle,” as it properly conveys the idea of
not getting involved in someone’s personal matters.
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